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QUESTION 1

A user is displaying the CPU utilization, and Network in and Network out CloudWatch metrics data of a single instance
on the same graph. The graph uses one Y-axis for CPU utilization and Network in and another Y-axis for Network out.
Since Network in is too high, the CPU utilization data is not visible clearly on graph to the user. How can the data be
viewed better on the same graph? 

A. It is not possible to show multiple metrics with the different units on the same graph 

B. Add a third Y-axis with the console to show all the data in proportion 

C. Change the axis of Network by using the Switch command from the graph 

D. Change the units of CPU utilization so it can be shown in proportion with Network 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Amazon CloudWatch provides the functionality to graph the metric data generated either by the AWS
services or the custom metric to make it easier for the user to analyze. It is possible to show the multiple metrics with
different units on the same graph. If the graph is not plotted properly due to a difference in the unit data over two
metrics, the user can change the Y-axis of one of the graph by selecting that graph and clicking on the Switch option. 

 

QUESTION 2

Recently several critical files were mistakenly deleted from a shared Amazon S3 bucket. A SysOps Administrator needs
to prevent accidental deletions from occurring in the future by enabling MFA Delete. 

Once enabled, which bucket activities will require MFA authentication? (Choose two.) 

A. Permanently removing an object version from the bucket 

B. Disabling default object encryption for the bucket 

C. Listing all versions of deleted objects in the bucket 

D. Suspending versioning on the bucket 

E. Enabling MFA Add on the bucket 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization (account ID 123412341234) has configured the IAM policy to allow the user to modify his credentials.
What will the below mentioned statement allow the user to perform? 
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A. The IAM policy will throw an error due to an invalid resource name 

B. The IAM policy will allow the user to subscribe to any IAM group 

C. Allow the IAM user to update the membership of the group called TestingGroup 

D. Allow the IAM user to delete the TestingGroup 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: AWS Identity and Access Management is a web service which allows organizations to manage users and
user permissions for various AWS services. If the organization (account ID 123412341234) wants their users to manage
their subscription to the groups, they should create a relevant policy for that. The below mentioned policy allows the
respective IAM user to update the membership of the group called MarketingGroup. 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has deployed a fleet of Amazon EC2 web servers for the upcoming release of a new product. The SysOps
Administrator needs to test the Amazon CloudWatch notification settings for this deployment to ensure that a notification
is sent using Amazon SNS if the CPU utilization of an EC2 instance exceeds 70%. 

How should the Administrator accomplish this? 
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A. Use the set-alarm-state command in AWS CloudTrail to invoke the Amazon SNS notification 

B. Use CloudWatch custom metrics to set the alarm state in AWS CloudTrail and enable Amazon SNS notifications 

C. Use EC2 instance metadata to manually set the CPU utilization to 75% and invoke the alarm state 

D. Use the set-alarm-statecommand in the AWS CLI for CloudWatch 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An AWS account owner has setup multiple IAM users. One IAM user only has CloudWatch access. He has setup the
alarm action which stops the EC2 instances when the CPU utilization is below the threshold limit. What will happen in
this case? 

A. It is not possible to stop the instance using the CloudWatch alarm 

B. CloudWatch will stop the instance when the action is executed 

C. The user cannot set an alarm on EC2 since he does not have the permission 

D. The user can setup the action but it will not be executed if the user does not have EC2 rights 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Amazon CloudWatch alarms watch a single metric over a time period that the user specifies and performs
one or more actions based on the value of the metric relative to a given threshold over a number of time periods. The
user can setup an action which stops the instances when their CPU utilization is below a certain threshold for a certain
period of time. The EC2 action can either terminate or stop the instance as part of the EC2 action. If the IAM user has
read/write permissions for Amazon CloudWatch but not for Amazon EC2, he can still create an alarm. However, the
stop or terminate actions will not be performed on the Amazon EC2 instance. 

 

QUESTION 6

Security has identified an IP address that should be explicitly denied for both ingress and egress requests for all
services in an Amazon VPC immediately. 

Which feature can be used to meet this requirement? 

A. Host-based firewalls 

B. NAT Gateway 

C. Network access control lists 

D. Security Groups 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/answers/networking/vpc-security-capabilities/ 
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QUESTION 7

A recent audit found that most resources belonging to the Development team were in violation of patch compliance
standards. The resources were properly tagged. 

Which service should be used to quickly remediate the issue and bring the resources back into compliance? 

A. AWS Config 

B. Amazon Inspector 

C. AWS Trusted Advisor 

D. AWS Systems Manager 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/sysman-compliancefixing.html 

 

QUESTION 8

You have decided to change the Instance type for instances running in your application tier that are using 

Auto Scaling. 

In which area below would you change the instance type definition? 

A. Auto Scaling launch configuration 

B. Auto Scaling group 

C. Auto Scaling policy 

D. Auto Scaling tags 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AutoScaling/latest/DeveloperGuide/WhatIsAutoScaling.html 

 

QUESTION 9

A sysops administrator manages an AWS CloudFormation templates that provisions Amazon EC2 instances, an Elastic
Load Balancer, and Amazon RDS instances. As part of an ongoing transformation project CloudFormation stacks are
being created and deleted continuously. The administrator needs to ensure that the RDS instances continue running
after a stack has been deleted. Which action should be taken to meet these requirements? 

A. Edit the template to remove the RDS resources and update the stack. 

B. Enable termination protection on the stack. 
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C. Set the deletionPolicy attributes for RDS resources to retain in the template. 

D. Set the deletion-protection parameter on RDS resources. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A SysOps Administrator manages an Amazon RDS MySQL DB instance in production. The database is accessed by
several applications. The Administrator needs to ensure minimal downtime of the applications in the event the database
suffers a failure. This change must not impact customer use during regular business hours. 

Which action will make the database MORE highly available? 

A. Contact AWS Support to pre-warm the database to ensure that it can handle any unexpected spikes in traffic 

B. Create a new Multi-AZ RDS DB instance. Migrate the data to the new DB instance and delete the old one 

C. Create a read replica from the existing database outside of business hours 

D. Modify the DB instance to outside of business hours be a Multi-AZ deployment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A company requires that all access from on-premises applications to AWS services go over its AWS Direct Connect
connection rather than the public internet. 

How would a SysOps Administrator implement this requirement? 

A. Implement an IAM policy that uses the aws:sourceConnectioncondition to allow access from the AWS Direct Connect
connection ID only 

B. Set up a public virtual interface on the AWS Direct Connect connection 

C. Configure AWS Shield to protect the AWS Management Console from being accessed by IP addresses other than
those within the data center ranges 

D. Update all the VPC network ACLs to allow access from the data center IP ranges 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

ABC has three AWS accounts. They have created separate IAM users within each account. 
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ABC wants a single IAM login URL such as https://abc.signin.aws.amazon.com/console/ for use by IAM 

users in all three accounts. 

How can this be achieved? 

A. Merge all the accounts with consolidated billing 

B. Create the S3 bucket with an alias name and use the redirect rule to forward requests to various accounts 

C. Create the same account alias with each account ID 

D. It is not possible to have the same IAM account login URL for separate AWS accounts 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Users can create an alias for they accounts, but the alias should be unique to the account. For example, 

the alias "abc" can be assigned to only one account. If a user wants the URL of the AWS IAM sign-in page 

to have a company name instead of the AWS account ID, he can create an alias for his AWS account ID. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/AccountAlias.html 

 

QUESTION 13

A user has configured ELB with SSL using a security policy for secure negotiation between the client and load balancer.
Which of the below mentioned SSL protocols is not supported by the security policy? 

A. TLS 1.3 

B. TLS 1.2 

C. SSL 2.0 

D. SSL 3.0 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Elastic Load Balancing uses a Secure Socket Layer (SSL. negotiation configuration which is known as a
Security Policy. It is used to negotiate the SSL connections between a client and the load balancer. Elastic Load
Balancing supports the following versions of the SSL protocol: TLS 1.2 TLS 1.1 TLS 1.0 SSL 3.0 SSL 2.0 

 

QUESTION 14

Users are struggling to connect to a single public-facing development web server using its public IP address on a unique
port number of 8181. The security group is correctly configured to allow access on that port, and the network ACLs are
using the default configuration. 

Which log type will confirm whether users are trying to connect to the correct port? 
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A. AWS CloudTrail logs 

B. Elastic Load Balancer access logs 

C. VPC Flow Logs 

D. Amazon S3 access logs 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 15

An IAM user has two conflicting policies as part of two separate groups. One policy allows him to access an S3 bucket,
while another policy denies him the access. Can the user access that bucket? 

A. Yes, always 

B. No 

C. Yes, provided he accesses with the group which has S3 access 

D. Yes, but just read only access of the bucket 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

When a request is made, the AWS IAM policy decides whether a given request should be allowed or 

denied. The evaluation logic follows these rules: 

By default, all requests are denied. (In general, requests made using the account credentials for resources in the
account are always allowed.) 

An explicit allow policy overrides this default. 

An explicit deny policy overrides any allows. 

In this case since there is an explicit deny policy, it will over ride everything and the request will be denied. 

Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/AccessPolicyLanguage_EvaluationLogic.html 
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